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Who would have believed that The Adventure ofÂ Â Huckleberry Finn could cause the worst crisis

in theÂ Â history of George Mason High School? Certainly notÂ Â Barney Roth, editor of the school

paper. But whenÂ Â a small but vocal group of students and parentsÂ Â decide that the book is

racist, sexist, andÂ Â immoral--and should be removed from reading lists and theÂ Â school

library--Barney takes matters into his ownÂ Â hands.When the Huck Finn issueÂ Â comes up for a

hearing, Barney decides to print hisÂ Â story about previous censorship efforts at school.Â Â He's

sure that investigative reporting andÂ Â publicity can help the cause. But is he too late to

turnÂ Â the tide of censorship?
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If you've given much thought to censorship -- or, more importantly, if you haven't given it much

thought -- please read this novel. The author, Nat Hentoff, was a brilliant writer who could offer a

strong intellectual argument for any position he took. In this book, he has also created fine

characterizations.

I think that all lovers of books would like this book. I certainly did. Reading it made me more aware

of how precious it is to be allowed to read what ever I choose. I read a variety of books and do not

like what I call cheap books but I do want to be the one to make the choice of what I want to read or

not. I passed it on to my 17 year old granddaughter who is a book lover.Fay

This book is so relevant to the current political morass and especially valuable because written for

young adults. I love it when an author makes learning pleasurable regardless of the age of the

reader. I have ordered a copy for my 14 year old niece so she can read and share with her peers

and parents what she thinks about censorship, civic responsibility, and what one must be willing to

do preserve personal freedom.

The book "they came to arrest" wasÂ Adventures of Huckleberry FinnÂ by Mark Twain, which some

black parents objected to because of its frequent use of a term which has become a racial

pejorative; never mind that it was the only term commonly used to refer to blacks in Missouri during

the time period Mark Twain was writing about, and never mind that Twain's story was clearly

anti-slavery. While this particular incident is fictional,Â Adventures of Huckleberry FinnÂ has been

attacked on exactly those grounds, with demands that it be removed from school libraries and class



reading lists.I suspect that some victims of bigotry become so sensitized to it that their minds snap

closed at the first hint of anything that even mentions the existence of bigotry against them. For

example, I found on  a review attacking John Moore's hilariousÂ The Unhandsome PrinceÂ as

anti-semitic, when in fact it was ridiculing anti-semitism and explicitly supporting expression of

soidarity with Jewish citizens. (Prince Hal's rumination on knighting a Jew is priceless.) I also found

a review attacking Eric Flint's excellent novelÂ 1632Â as anti-Catholic, which it most certainly isn't;

rather it makes it clear that most Catholics, like most Protestants and most Jews, are decent people,

albeit some of each aren't.I readÂ Adventures of Huckleberry FinnÂ when I was 5 or 6 years old,

and decided then and there that I was opposed to racism and didn't want to be a racist, and I have

never seen fit to revise that opinion, even 10 or 11 years later when my mother tried to teach me, as

Thandeka put it, "to be white." (Learning to Be White: Money, Race, and God in America) Can my

reaction to Mark Twain's book be a unique? I think not.The Day They Came to Arrest the

BookÂ should be required reading for every schoolchild, preferably in conjunction withÂ Adventures

of Huckleberry Finn.watziznaym@gmail.com

For my granddaughter, who liked it very much.

Hentoff, one of our nation's most dedicated defenders of the First Amendment right to freedom of

speech, has written a story highlighting the absurdity of censorship.While written at a level

appropriate and accessible for older children and yuong adults, its message is one everyone should

read, and re-read, whenever one is tempted to complain about someone "abusing" the right to free

speech.Hentoff has accomplished the rare feat of motivating me to re-read both Mark Twain's

Huckleberry Finn and the Bible. If this piques your curiosity--good, go buy and read the book!

Every English teacher should read this!

The Day They Came to Arrest the BookI believe this book was written for a young audience and on

that level it is a very successful illustration of authoritative control.I read it because Mr. Hentoff is an

icon and because I am still angry at the Catholic Church's thought control in my youth.Brian R.
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